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Abstract-Duplicated code is harmful for maintaining and evolving the source code in software systems. 

The refactorability supports to remove the software clones and checking the unification while merging 

the duplicated code. An approach for automatically pair the clones that can be refactored without 

changing the behavior of program is needed. There is a problem by using the support of removing the 

clones from the source code through refactoring because they are having more modification in the code 

that may not support. The proposed approach will examine differences between clones that can be safely 

parameterized without causing any side-effects. The computational cost of the proposed approach is 

negligible (less than a second) in the huge majority of the examined outcomes. The clones will be detected 

by tools which are discussed by clone types. Input to detect the clones is source code which consists of set 

of statements and preconditions. By using Program Dependence Graph (PDG) mapping and Abstract 

Syntax Tree (AST) matching techniques can detect clones from source code with the help of refactoring 

technique. Using variety of clone detection tools on open source project the present work’s performance 

will be studied and also assessment of refactorable clones in production code is more than the clones in 

test code there will be done.  

Keywords- Software Clone, Code Clone Management, Refactoring of code clone. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Refactorability is the process of changing the external behavior of the source code without altering the 
internal system of the software. The main role of the refactoring is to identify the duplicated code in a program. 
The clone is the similar item of the code which is used more than the same statements, preconditions and same 
methods. The refactorability can refactor the clones in a source code but the clones are not refactored completely 
by using the refactoring technique. The code replication is a potentially serious problem having an unnecessary 
impact on the software maintainability, comprehensibility and progress of the software systems [1]. The tools of 
the clone detection tools are refactored automatically to remove the software clones and the refactorability 
analysis is important to find the duplicated code in the source code and the maintainace of the source code is 
important in clone management which is to filter the clones and refactored directly [2]. The developer and 
maintainer will refactor and maintain the refactored code throughout the software development. The approaches 
which overcome the refactoring through clones first is to find the code fragments with the nesting structures and 
later combine the two code fragments which is used to refactor the duplicated code from the present source code. 
Next is to find the statements which are same in the two code fragment and then the statements are mapped if 
they are same if not they are unmapped statements. From these mapped and unmapped statements the differences 
are displayed and they are highlighted by yellow color. The refactoring will support the mapping results with the 
minimum number of differences between mapped statements and the compares the refactorability which is the 
alternative of the mapped results in a maximum number of differences. There are some differences which cannot 
refactor safely and they lead to the differences which may increase the side effects of the parameterization. The 
difference between the mapped and unmapped statements is examined against the set of preconditions which are 
determined whether they are parameterized without changing the behavior of the source code. Previously the 
control dependence tree is used and that is replaced with program dependence tree which is the (SESE) single 
entry and single exit of the every node which is used to build the source code [3]. The program dependence graph 
is used the directed graph with multiple edges which represent the control and flow dependencies between the 
control predicate statements and non-predicate statements The conditions is divide and conquer algorithm is used 
to get the results when two source code fragment is combined and they are safely refactored. To the statement 
mapping problem the statements are combined and check whether they matched are not [1]. Later the matched 
statements are listed as a preconditions and they detect the precondition violations after extracting the methods 
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from the source code and the extracted code is checking the statements and preconditions and they are extracted 
in one separate method which specified by the user. Or crosswise over various projects possessed or kept up by 
some amount. Copy code is viewed as undesirable, for various reasons. 

II. PROPOSED APPROACH 

An approach of these is the process of single as well as double forms. There are many code fragments within 
the same body as different method is same methods that are reported as clones. The extracted two code 
fragments are having the same methods and same statements which contain duplication. By using the nesting 
structure tree matching, statement mapping, preconditions to refactorable the clones and every code fragment 
having the number of statements and preconditions which contain duplicated code. 

     

Figure 1.  Proposed system architecture 

Detected clones are two code fragments which is used to detect the clones from that two code fragments and  
they are parsing to the nesting structure tree matching to detect the clone pairs and match the exactly paired 
match and the paired match is parsing to the PDG mapping in these the statements are mapped each other’s and 
shows the differences of every statement and the unmapped statements are parsing to precondition examination 
the preconditions are based on the differences between mapped statements and as well as unmapped statements 
regarding the behavior of source code is examined. The abstract syntax tree compatibility is the control 
predicate nodes which are used to match the AST compatibility structure of their conditional expressions. The 
two statements are compatible and they are corresponding to the same AST compatible statements having the 
isomorphic AST structure [4]. Nesting structure tree is the proposed technique to find the maximum isomorphic 
subtree within the NST matching. Code fragments having the identical nesting tree and initially the two 
fragment are collected two NST’s of all leaf nodes. The sibling nodes having the clone pairs which is given as 
input to the matching tree. Statement mapping is an algorithm which extracts the subtrees of the NST’s to give 
the input of the code fragment. By using the statement mapping the divide and conquer method is used to 
refactor the clones and by using these statements are divided into two code fragments and they are matched the 
pair using NST’s and pairs the node. These extracted code may highlighted by using white color. The rename of 
the method is used and we can rename the internal structure of the code. Precondition is the used to know 
whether the code fragments can be refactored safely and they are integrated into one common method. The 
preconditions are handling the difference between mapped and unmapped statement the unmapped statements 
are directly refactored without any error and they are handled easily. The existing approach is Clone ranking 
techniques for the purpose of refactoring uses the method of combining clone metrics to extract code clones. It 
analyzes the differences between the clones and displays the reason for clones that are not refactorable [5]. In 
some other cases it helps the developers to make the clones refactorable. These techniques automate the 
application of refactoring, when there are no precondition violations. The drawback of these increases the 
maintainace cost and introduce the new bug is propagating to the bugs which overcome the safely refactored 
source code. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

According to the C.K.Roy the refactorability of software clones having the several clone detection tools and 
techniques in which they are identified by the clones in a code which are influenced and forced by the developer 
and maintenance engineering [6] The software system itself do not occur the clones by themselves but they are 
introduced by an accident. The literature may contain many approaches which are discussed and the duplication 
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of code in software is refactored safely. There is a drawback in the code clones is that clones in a code will 
change the code fragment in a same code to overcome the automatic refactoring is developed. Therefore the 
refactoring doesn’t improve the software always with a code clones and software clone detection and refactoring 
both will overcome the problem to detect the clones from source code because in a software program there are 
different kinds of clones which occurs then the refactoring may applied to that source code to eliminate the 
clones from a program [7]. The duplicated code is seems to be reasonable or beneficial design where it is correct 
and useful detection of clones in a code and then refactoring will support always and they also face some 
problems to remove the clones from program. According to Elmar Juergens [8] the code clones are essential to 
remove from the program which are affected by the software that may uses the detection of inconsistent clones 
to identify the clones and remove the clones by tools which are provide. According to Angela Lozano [6] the 
effects of clones are changing due to the similar code fragments in the source code and they are assessed by 
using the clone detection tools without changing the behavior of program. The clones are harmful and complex 
to understand and they lead to the incomplete updates to generate the bugs. The post and pre conditions are the 
refactoring techniques which will group the clone and the remove the invariants from them [9]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Refactorability is the technique which is used to maintain the cost and also we can reuse the code anywhere 
without any changes and the refactorability is one of the easy technique which can be safely refactor and the 
comparison of the two code fragments is used to develop the best refactorable code in the form of divide and 
conquer fashion and the techniques are developed using the nesting structure, statement mapping and 
preconditions these will be performed by using the code fragments and it maintains the cost and complex also 
and the future work of the is used to refactor more than two code fragments and checks the unification of those 
code. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Nesting structure tree mechanism will helps to assess refactored of code clones fragments. It will also 
support for refactoring of clones using tree mechanism. It will help us to refactoring of code to find maximal 
level of depth solution. 
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